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Voca 정리

01. 다음 숙어들의 의미를 쓰라

① depending on

② comply with     

③ alteration Vs alternation     

④ portion proportion

⑤ genuine Vs ingenuous 

⑥ go through

   :He didn't have any choice in the matter; he could not but cooperate. He 

went through 

   the motions of doing what he was told, because he had no alternative.

02.괄호에 들어갈 단어를 보기에서 고르시오

①[         ]: Despite the diversity suggested by this arrangement, much of the 

assessment 

  of children's cognitive development has focused on two symbolic [        ]s: 

language 

  and mathematics.

②[         ]: One saw exactly the same video, but the [        ] that they 

completed 

  used one of five different terms to describe how the vehicles interacted.

③[        ]: The accountant told him that the Japanese admiral flew into a [    

    ], and 

  stamped and swore, and called him a thief and a traitor!

④[        ]: Someone's [        ]es are the good characteristics that they have 

 limbs, domain, mutual, persistence, hearsay, questionnaire, rage, quality,  

 successive, terminal, horizontal,  respective, bargain, pupil, extension,   

 campaign, story
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which are 

  part of their nature; He wanted to introduce mature people with leadership [  

      ]es.

⑤[        ]: In one study in 1959 by Dr. J. C. Wright who was then in charge 

of cancer 

  research at Bellevue Medical Center in New York, 15 [        ] cancer 

patients were 

  given instructions to spend as much time as possible out of doors during the 

warmer 

  months.

⑥[        ]: [        ] is information which you have been told but do not 

know to be 

  true.

⑦[        ]: Sportscasters speculated that the defeats would discourage Biondi 

in his [     

     ] events. But Biondi sprang from defeat and took a gold medal in his next 

five 

  events.

⑧[        ]: The Canadian, delighted with the offer, suggested that they meet 

again the 

  next morning with their [        ] lawyers to finalize the details.

⑨[        ]: Egyptians, by contrast, more frequently depend on the personal 

relationship 

  between [        ]ing partners to accomplish the same purpose. 

⑩[        ]: Your [        ] are your arms and legs.

⑪[        ]: The East and the West can work together for their [        ] 

benefit and 

  progress.

⑫[        ]: If you have [        ], you continue to do something even though 

it is 
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  difficult or other people are against it; Skill comes only with practice, patience 

and 

  [        ]

⑬[        ] "I asked Dad to write a note to my teachers, asking for a two-day 

  [        ]on my assignments. Instead Dad made me start writing my paper 

two days 

  earlier."

⑭[        ]: In a war, a [        ] is a series of planned movements carried 

out by armed 

  forces; The allies are intensifying their air [        ].
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01. 다음 숙어들의 의미를 쓰라

① in itself

② better off

③ Old World  Vs New World

④ may well may as well 

⑤ get into ~을 시작하다

⑥ by no means

⑦ tuition intuition

⑧ emit omit

: She may well be called a committed wildlife conservationist because of her 

great love of 

  wolves.

; Long ago, Rabbi Abraham J. Twerski decided to go to medical school despite 

having a 

  wife and two children (and a third child on its way). He managed to pay the 

bills,    

  including tuition, for a while.

02.괄호에 들어갈 단어를 보기에서 고르시오

① [          ] : [          ] is the ability to bear something painful or 

unpleasant.

② [          ] : If you [          ] something, you get rid of it because you 

no longer 

   want it or need it; Read the manufacturer's guidelines before [          ]ing 

the box.

③ [          ] : He [          ]ed from back trouble too, so he was very 

 suffer ,freelance, prodigy, tolerance, divert, ordeal, vocation, 

 align, theology, faculty, discard, sewage, heritage, 

 evenly, poverty, considerable, latest
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sympathetic 

   about my problems.

④ [          ] : [          ] is waste matter such as dirty water from homes 

and 

   factories, which flows away through.

⑤ [          ] : She also worked as an editor and copy editor for the 

Charlotte Observer 

   in North Carolina. In 1982, she began writing [          ] articles and 

newspaper 

   columns. 

⑥ [          ] : If you describe an experience or situation as an [          ], 

you think it 

   is difficult and unpleasant. Synonym is hardship.

⑦ [          ] : [          ] is the study of the nature of God and of religion 

and 

   religious beliefs.

⑧ [          ] : To [          ] vehicles or travellers means to make them 

follow a 

   different route or go to a different destination than they originally intended. 

Synonym 

   is detour.

⑨ [          ] : For example, if you put a building in a business park in the 

middle of 

   nowhere, it will be possible to [          ] it perfectly to make the most of 

the sun 

   and to have windows that open because there will be very little noise.

⑩ [          ] : Barry Mazur, one of the world's leading mathematicians, has 

always been 

   a [          ]. He left the Bronx High School of Science after his junior year 

in order 

   to go directly to MIT. 
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⑪ [          ] : [          ] means great in amount or degree.

 

⑫ [          ] : [          ] is a relative concept in that it is related to the 

standard of 

   living of one's society.

⑬ [          ] : You can use '[          ]' to describe something that is the 

most recent 

   thing of its kind.

⑭ [          ] : A country's [          ] is all the qualities, traditions, or 

features of life 

   there that have continued over many years and have been passed on from 

one 

   generation to another.


